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central Italy, and to guarantee the “indisputable
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The Holy See is a Non-member State
Catholic church:
Permanent Observer at the United Nations.
What is the difference?
This is a rarely used designation shared only by
The Holy See is the spiritual and temporal
government of the Roman Catholic church. It
consists of the pope, the Roman Curia—the
various departments and institutes that assist the
pope in running the church—and the College
of Cardinals.The Holy See is also the
government of Vatican City.1
Vatican City is the temporal residence of both
the Holy See and the Roman Catholic church.

the European Community, in
The Holy See and the
International Order, 1976.

Switzerland. It gives its holder some of the
privileges of a state at the UN, such as being
able to speak and vote at UN conferences. No
other religion is granted this elevated status.
Other religions participate in the UN like
most other non-state entities—as
nongovernmental organizations.
The Holy See owes its participation in the UN
to an accident of history—the membership of
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Vatican City in the Universal Postal Union and

criteria he applied in deciding whether to

The Holy See’s membership in UN agencies

the International Telecommunication Union.

accept UN observers: “I have been following

such as the International Atomic Energy

The Vatican is a member of these unions

one line which seems to be the only possible

Agency—which allowed it to qualify as a Non-

because it owns postal and radio services. Soon

one, that is, to accept observers when such an

member State Permanent Observer—was also

after its formation, the UN invited these

arrangement is proposed in the cases where the

not subject to a vote by the general conference.

organizations and their members to attend UN

country in question is recognized

Contrary to some claims, the Holy See was

sessions on an ad hoc basis, which the Vatican

diplomatically in this form or that form by a

not invited to participate in the UN. Pope

did.5 Representatives of the Vatican and the

majority of UN members.”8

John Paul II confirmed that the Holy See

Holy See began attending sessions of the UN
General Assembly, the World Health
Organization and the UN Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization in 1951 as
ad hoc observers.6 In 1956, the Holy See was

“We often hear ‘the
Church is not a

not a country or
a society.”
— Cardinal Francis George,
Archbishop of Chicago,
Inside the Vatican,
June/July 1999.

invited itself into the UN when he noted,

status by notifying the UN secretary-general

“Pope Paul VI initiated the formal

that they have appointed an observer. Unlike

participation of the Holy See in the United

other entities such as NGOs, they do not

Nations Organization, offering the

require an invitation from the General Assembly

cooperation of the Church’s spiritual and

elected a member of the UN Economic and

to send a permanent observer. The secretary-

humanitarian expertise.” There is no evidence

Social Council and also became a full member

general acknowledges the appointment if

that the UN offered the Holy See

of the International Atomic Energy Agency.7

accepted. According to the United Nations

membership or sought out the Holy See as a

The Catholic church was active as an ad-hoc

Office of Legal Affairs, “in deciding whether or

member state. In fact, evidence is to the

and at times formal observer to various UN

not to afford certain facilities to a Permanent

contrary. In addition to the historic reasons

bodies between 1948 and 1964, usually at its

Observer, it has been the policy of the

cited above, the Holy See is today not eligible

own request. In 1957, as a result of confusion

organization to make such facilities available

for full state status at the UN because it can

regarding the interchangeable use of the terms

only to those appointed by Non-member States

not carry out the security functions of the

Holy See and Vatican City, the secretary-general

at the UN which are full members of one or

UN charter due to its neutrality.

of the UN and the Holy See reached an

more specialized agencies and are generally

agreement that relations should henceforth be

recognized by members of the United

understood as being between the UN and the

Nations.”10 The Holy See meets this first

Holy See.

democracy.’ That’s
true, because it’s

Non-member states obtain Permanent Observer
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The United Nations recognizes five types of

Until the last

permanent observers: non-member states (The

century, it also had

Holy See and Switzerland); entities with a

a temporal state.

standing invitation to participate as observers in

Since it has been

the sessions and work of the General Assembly
and maintaining permanent observer missions
(Palestine is the only entity in this category);
intergovernmental organizations with a standing

church was seated
at the king’s table.

freed from this ‘ball
and chain,’ the
church has more

invitation to participate as observers in the

easily been able to

sessions and work of the General Assembly and

engage in free

maintaining permanent offices (11

reflection upon

organizations, including the European

and be in full

Community and the Organization of the

support of the

Islamic Conference); other entities having
received a standing invitation to participate as
observers in the sessions and work of the

promotion of human
rights, cultural

General Assembly and maintaining permanent

cooperation,

It was the Holy See that initiated requests to be

offices at UN headquarters (the International

peaceful

recognized as a state in international bodies.

Committee of the Red Cross, the International

coexistence, and

The Holy See wished to be admitted to the

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent

condition through its membership in UN

the primacy of the

League of Nations, the precursor to the UN,

Societies and the Soverign Military Order of

organizations such as the International Atomic

person…Thus was

In 1964, following the protocol for establishing

and reportedly “regretted its exclusion” due to

Malta); and specialized agencies and related

a permanent observer mission at the UN, the

Energy Agency, but it is questionable if it met

concerns about its statehood status and the

organizations maintaining liaison offices at UN

Holy See informed UN Secretary-General U

the second criteria in 1964, the year it

possibility that it would have undue influence

headquarters (11 agencies including the World

Thant that it had dispatched a permanent

appointed an observer. In 1959, only 14 states

on the votes of Catholic member states.13 In

Bank, the World Health Organization and the

observer to the UN’s New York headquarters.

out of the 82 UN members at the time had

October of 1944, the pope inquired of US

International Monetary Fund).

U Thant accepted the Vatican’s designation and

formal relations with the Vatican.11 Even by

Secretary of State Cordell Hull what the

granted the Holy See permanent observer

1985, only 53 countries had diplomatic

conditions of membership would be for the

12
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status mean?

status.The bar was not set very high for U

relations with the Holy See. (At that time

future United Nations. Hull replied that “the

Thant’s acceptance of the Holy See’s

there were 159 UN member states.) The

Vatican would not be capable of fulfilling all the

permanent observer status. Because permanent

United States did not formalize relations with

responsibilities of membership.”14

observers are not formally recognized in the

the Holy See until 1984.

UN charter, the protocol for their admission

No vote was ever taken on the Holy See’s

developed by custom. U Thant noted of the

presence at the UN by the General Assembly.

While not required by UN procedure, Non-

born the true and
proper social
doctrine of the
church.”
— Monsignor Celestino

member State Permanent Observers are
normally invited to attend UN conferences and
participate in these conferences with “all the

Migliore, of the Holy See’s
Foreign Ministry, in a

privileges of a state,” including the right to
vote.15 Other types of observers do not have this

recent speech.
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“Of course the
nature and aims of

Holy See is by definition a “non-territorial

which means they may observe the proceedings,

Security Council.

religious entity.”17 It is not a state—it is the

but may not vote or participate in the other

The Holy See is very active in the UN beyond

government of the Roman Catholic church.

The “See Change”
Campaign

formal aspects of the conference. Because UN

the special conferences held every few years. In

Because the Holy See is the seat of the Vatican’s

Clearly the Holy See—the government of the

conferences operate on consensus, the ability to

addition to sending a permanent observer to

diplomatic activity and has historically

Roman Catholic church—is not a state. As such,

disagree with the majority consensus has

UN headquarters in New York, it sends

maintained diplomatic relations with a number

it should not participate in the UN as a state, but

significant power.The official documents of

permanent observers to the UN offices in

of nations—sending and receiving diplomats,

as a religion. Hundreds of organizations and

recent UN conferences on women and

Geneva and Vienna, as well as to the UN

entering into treaties—it is recognized as being

thousands of people worldwide have initiated a

population and development are replete with

Organization for Industrial Development; the

an international personality, but this is not

campaign to change the status of the Roman

of the international

“objections” by the Vatican to the majority

UN Food and Agricultural Organization; the

synonymous with statehood. Granting the Holy

Catholic church at the United Nations.

community, the

consensus. For instance, the Holy See insisted on

UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural

See state status is comparable to calling the US

Concerned that the church has flown in under

Holy See finds itself

Organization; the Organization of American

Congress a state.The Holy See also clearly does

the UN’s radar by calling itself the Holy See,

in a very particular

they have called on the secretary-general to

situation, because it

conferences as nongovernmental organizations,

UN and its main committees, as well as to the
16

“As a full member

the spiritual mission

expressing reservations to the Beijing Platform

of the Apostolic See

for Action, the final report of the 1995 Beijing

States; the Office of the UN High

not meet the established international legal

and the church

Conference on Women. It took issue with the

Commissioner for Refugees; the World Health

criteria for statehood, which include a defined

review the church’s current status as a Non-

concepts of “women’s right to control their

Organization; the International Labor

territory and permanent citizenry.The Holy

member State Permanent Observer.They believe

sexuality” and “women’s right to control…their

Organization and the World Organization of

See has no defined territory—as noted, it is a

that the Holy See, the government of the

fertility,” asserting that these rights should be

government, not a territorial entity. As such, it

Roman Catholic church, should participate in

is religious and not

Tourism.The Holy See also sends representatives

understood to refer only to “the responsible use

to the International Atomic Energy Agency, the

also does not have a citizenry.

the UN in the same way that the world’s other

political—extends

of sexuality within marriage.”The Holy See also

World Organization of Commerce, the Council

Even the temporal location of the Holy See,

religions do—as a nongovernmental

over one billion

condemned “family planning” as “morally

of Europe, the Organization for Security and

Vatican City, does not have a permanent

organization.

persons scattered

unacceptable” and disassociated itself with the

make their
participation in
the tasks and
activities of the
United Nations
organization very
different from that
of the states, which
are communities in
the political and
temporal sense.”
— Pope John Paul II,

Co-operation in Europe, the International

citizenry.While some people do live and work

consensus on the entire section on health, saying

Institute for the Unification of Private Law, and

there, residents hold citizenship only as long as

it gave “totally unbalanced attention to sexual

the International Committee of Military

they are employed at the Vatican.18 There are

and reproductive health.”

Medicine.The Holy See is also a member of the

few families in Vatican City—the majority of

Given its role at the UN, these official

UN Economic and Social Council, the World

citizens are cardinals, prelates and clerics. About

objections, entered formally into the final

Trade Organization and the United Nations

100 women are citizens of the Vatican, mostly

report of the conference, serve to weaken

Industrial Development Organization.

nuns, and it has been estimated that there are

passports to its residents—only the Holy See

positions.This is exactly what the Vatican and its

Is the Holy See a
country?

handful of allies—nations such as Libya and the

The crux of the Holy See’s special status in the

diplomatic corps.20 Vatican City has no elected

Sudan that do not support full human rights for

UN is its claim that its possession of a territorial

officials—it is governed by the Holy See with

women—intend.

entity—tiny Vatican City—qualifies it as a

the pope as the sovereign—and no true

nation-state.The question of the Vatican’s

municipal infrastructure. Italy carries out many

statehood has been debated without definitive

of the municipal functions of Vatican City. It

conclusion in diplomatic circles for most of the

provides the police force, punishes crimes

century. However, it is not the Vatican that is a

committed in the city and maintains the water

member of the UN, but the Holy See.The

and railway systems.

Moreover, they represent sectarian religious
address to the General
Assembly, 1979.

positions, not governmental public policy

Non-member State Permanent Observers have
other privileges not accorded to lesser types of
observers, including the right to place items on
the provisional agenda of the General Assembly
and greater access to the plenary sessions of the
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only about ten children in residence at any

support for the conclusions of the majority.

given time.19 Vatican City does not issue
issues passports and even then only to its

Why is it time for a
“See Change”?

is spiritual in nature.
Its authority—which

throughout the
world…The real and
only realm of the

The Roman Catholic church has made

Holy See is

significant contributions to the well-being of

the realm of

Catholics and non-Catholics throughout the

conscience.”

world through its emphasis on social and
economic justice, particularly for those in

— From the preamble to an

developing nations. At the same time, its actions
have been detrimental to many women and
men. From decrying emergency contraception

International Atomic Energy
Agency agreement signed

for women who had been raped in Kosovo to
burning boxes of condoms as AIDS ravages

by the Holy See.

Africa, the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic
church has allowed outdated doctrinal concerns
to take priority over the lives of real people.
Nowhere is that more evident than in the UN,
where the Holy See insists on foisting its
limited and largely rejected view of gender,
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